Simon the Fiddler
by Paulette Jiles
F Jiles
Fiction. Conscripted into the Confederate Army after nearly escaping the American Civil War, an itinerant fiddle player joins a ragtag regimental band playing for both sides of the conflict before falling in love with an indentured Irish governess. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Space Between Worlds
by Micaiah Johnson
F Johnson
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. The adventures of a rare survivor whose counterparts in other realities have died and who stumbles on a dangerous secret threatening her new home and fragile place in it. B, eB, eA

Start by Believing
by John Barr
364.153 Bar
Nonfiction. Deconstructs the epic institutional failures that allowed an osteopathic physician to sexually abuse Olympic gymnasts under the guise of medical treatment for years and the women who fought back. A, B, eB, eA

The Tourist Attraction
by Sarah Morgenthaler
F Morgenthaler
Romance. After only two weeks in Moose Springs, Alaska, Zoe Caldwell falls in love with the mountains and the wilderness and possibly the grumpy owner of a local diner called The Tourist Trap. A, B, eB, eA

The Wife and the Widow
by Christian White
F White
Fiction. On an eerie island town in the middle of winter, two women join forces to uncover the secret life of one’s dead husband and the guilt of the other’s. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Yellow Bird Sings
by Jennifer Rosner
F Rosner
Fiction. A mother who goes into hiding when Nazis begin arresting Jewish citizens in Poland, considers an impossible choice while struggling to keep her 5-year-old daughter, a musical prodigy, from being overheard. A, B, eB, eA, LP

You Had Me at Hola
by Alexis Daria
F Daria
Romance. Rendered the subject of tabloid gossip by a messy public breakup, soap star Jasmine takes a part in a new bilingual comedy at the side of a telenovela costar who would revitalize his career. A, B, eB, eA
Almond
by Won-Pyung Sohn
F Sohn
Fiction. A teenager with a brain condition that makes it difficult to feel emotions, has his world shattered when he loses his mother and grandmother and finds himself in a friendship with the school bully. A, B, eB, eA

Before I Called You Mine
by Nicole Deese
F Deese
Romance. Lauren is committed to becoming a mother. But to satisfy the adoption agency’s requirements, she must remain single, which proves to be a problem when Joshua appears. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne
by Elsa Hart
F Hart
Mystery. Visiting a science book collector’s home, 18th-century herbalist Cecily Kay finds herself investigating her host’s untimely murder. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Finders
by Jeffrey B. Burton
F Burton
Mystery. Mace Reid, a specialist in human remains detection, adopts a new cadaver dog trainee, a rescue dog named Vira with a mysterious past, who helps him find a serial killer. B, eB, eA

Follow Me to Ground
by Sue Rainsford
F Rainsford
Fiction. Helping her father dispense otherworldly folk remedies to heal the sick in their village, Ada pursues a forbidden affair that transforms her lover and the dangerous source of her powers. A, B, eB, eA

Hold On, But Don’t Hold Still
by Kristina Kuzmic
Biography Kuzmic
Nonfiction. A family lifestyle guru traces her journey from an immigrant high school student and single mother to a social media influencer, sharing advice for today’s overworked moms on achieving self-acceptance. B, eB, eA

The Holdout
by Graham Moore
F Moore
Fiction. A woman is wrongly implicated in a murder one decade after convincing the members of a deadlocked jury to return a not-guilty verdict. B, eB, eA, LP

The House in the Cerulean Sea
by TJ Klune
F Klune
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Given an assignment to evaluate the potential risks posed by six supernatural orphans, a case worker at the Department in Charge of Magical Youth bonds with a caregiver who hides dangerous secrets. B, eB, eA

Long Bright River
by Liz Moore
F Moore
Mystery. A policewoman races to find her missing sister, a homeless addict, amid a vicious killing spree in a Philadelphia neighborhood, in a story that alternates between the investigation and memories of their shared childhood. A, B, eB, eA, LP

Minor Dramas & Other Catastrophes
by Kathleen West
F West
Fiction. A beloved teacher discovers unexpected common ground with a meddling parent whose inadvertent encounter with a drama student has had dangerous consequences for her family. B, eB, eA, LP

The Silence
by Susan Allott
F Allott
Fiction. Reluctantly returning to her Sydney hometown when her father is implicated in a disappearance from 30 years earlier, Isla confronts devastating secrets about her parents and their long-ago next-door neighbors. A, B, eB, eA

Humble Pi
by Matt Parker
510 Par
Nonfiction. Exploring and explaining a litany of glitches, near misses, and mathematical mishaps, Parker uncovers the ways math trips us up. B, eB, eA